
Geography Graduate Defences – Spring 2019: 

{Apr 4th} Christina Service, Doctor of Philosophy (Supervisor: C. Darimont) – Spatial and dietary niche variation associated with diverse resource 

availability, competitive environment, and landscape heterogeneity; ecology and conservation of bear-salmon systems in coastal British Columbia 

{Apr 5th} Kate Field, Master of Science (Supervisor: C. Darimont) – Uniting non-anthropocentric approaches to human-animal interactions: Towards 

improved welfare of research animals in practice and policy 

{Apr 16th} Jackie Ziegler, Doctor of Philosophy (Supervisor: P. Dearden) – Conservation outcomes and sustainability of whale shark tourism in the 

Philippines 

{Apr 23rd} Megan Adams, Doctor of Philosophy (Supervisor: C. Darimont) – Cultural and ecological relationships among consumers, food, and landscapes; 

implications for stewarding bear-human-salmon systems 

{Apr 25th} Michael Grilliot, Doctor of Philosophy (Supervisor: L. Walker) – The role of large woody debris on sandy beach-dune morphodynamics 

 

  



Geography Honour’s Defences – Spring 2019: 

{Apr 8th} Jonny Hamm (Supervisor: C. Owens) – The soundscapes of streetscapes: Scenarios for urban tranquility improvements 

{Apr 8th} Peter Blenman (Supervisor: C. Bone) – Evaluating the degree of accuracy for estimating forest composition metrics from the VRI-forest dataset 

against field collected data from a community forest in east central British Columbia 

{Apr 9th} Jack Nyren (Supervisor: C. Owens) – Whose square: A case for incorporating marginalized voices in public space planning 

{Apr 9th} Kyle Dow (Supervisor: R. Rose-Redwood) – Demovictions in Metrotown: The implementation and effects of transit-oriented development in 

Burnaby, BC 

{Apr 12th} Melina Sorensen (Supervisor: D. Jelinski) – Local scale impacts of urbanization and the urban soundscape on bird biodiversity and call 

characteristics 

{Apr 15th} Katie Hughes (Supervisor: E. Kwoll) – A volumetric analysis of tsunamigenic landslides at Harrison Lake 

{Apr 15th} Lexy Stewart (Supervisor: D. Cloutier) – A roof over their heads: Challenges of housing affordability for seniors in Victoria, BC 

{Apr 16th} Duncan Jones (Supervisor: C. Rose-Redwood) – Beyond borders and bank accounts: A critical analysis of the University of Victoria’s 

international student tuition increase and its impacts 

{Apr 16th} Selina Powszedney (Supervisor: C. Owens) – Towards urban sustainability: Community activists reflections and perspectives in Cascadia  

{Apr 17th} Chenoah Shine (Supervisor: C. Bone) – Spatiotemporal analysis of humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) behaviours and relative vessel 

strike risk in a Canadian foraging region 

{Apr 17th} Jaden Rowley (Supervisor: Y. Dibike) – Climate impacts on hydrology and nutrient transport in the Lake Winnipeg watershed 

{Apr 18th} Anastasia Crowther (Supervisor: R. Rose-Redwood) – Education and the geographical imagination: Perceptions of secondary schools in 

Vancouver, British Columbia 

{Apr 18th} Levi Hildebrand (Supervisor: C. Tremblay) – Using video as a knowledge mobilization tool in academia 

{Apr 23th} Alicia Fall (Supervisor: C. Bone) – Exploring the ethics, practice and application of technologizing community mapping 

{Apr 23th} Hana Travers-Smith (Supervisor: M. Costa) – Estimating chlorophyll-a biomass in the Strait of Georgia with an instrumented ferry 

{Apr 24th} Élise Cliche (Supervisor: D. Smith) – A dendroclimatic reconstruction of climate in the San Juan Ridge area, British Columbia 


